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Abstract: In this paper we discussed the heart valve disease. This heart valve disease occur throughout the world due to the more 
ethical estimation  and grow curator of heart valve diseases use the diagnosis for this type of valve disease . Actually 
Phonocardiogram (PCG) signals are used because it having less price and acquire the signals. In this we learn five different 
kind of heart areas, Also typical are aortic stenosis, mitral valve prolapse, mitral stenosis and mitral regurgitation. 
Keywords: phonocardiogram, diagnosis, aortic stenosis, mitral regurgitation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the dangerous diseases is cardiovascular disease. Upon the globe more than 17 million members are there. Cardio vascular 
disease is the need of demised. It involves some state like pathological state of the heart, vessels of blood or valves of heart around 
of many diseases. This heart valve disease occur throughout the world due to the more ethical estimation and grow curator of heart 
valve diseases as compared with other Cardiovascular disease. 
TTE is having less price  and more observing time and it is benchmark  for HVD diagnosis is transthoracic echocardiography .By 
acoustic window limitation image quality is degraded. 
Heart valve illness has one or more valves in our heart, because we have the four valves in our heart. Blood is continuous to flow in 
the right direction in four valves. However, certain cases do not open or close one or more valves adequately since our blood flows 
through our hearts to destroy our bodies. 
PhonoCardiogram is an acoustic wave recording produced by the mechanical action of the heart sound. It consists of two types of 
heart and cardiac mutations, acoustic vibration. Heart murmur is nothing more than symptoms of heart valve pathological alteration. 
In diagnosing heart disease it is important tool for acknowledging cardiac acculturation, but it is not enough for the diagnosis of 
some cardiac disease because it cannot be analysed to obtain qualitative as well as quantitative characteristics that are more costly 
and visual screening can take time to capture the signals, and the visual signals can be incorrect. 
To overcome these limitations we use the artificial intelligence why we are using artificial intelligence because it having statistical 
analysis, feature selection and classification. In artificial intelligence techniques such as machine learning deep learning techniques 
are used. In Machine learning have take more time and subjective and some time error also take place. To overcome this Machine 
learning use deep learning techniques because it not require any characterstic like taking out, selecting and categorize. 
Actually in deep learning concept we use the wave net architecture of the Phonocardiogram signals for categorize the  sounds of 
heart in Heart valve disease. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Heart valve disease are  occur due to damage of heart valve over time actually there having 4 valves that function is like one way 
gate the four heart valves are pulmonary, aortic, mitral and tricuspid valve. 
In this 4 valves open and close properly and blood is flow properly through valves it having good mechanical heart. If there is any 
damage in one of the four then occur the heart valve disease.  
Normally by using the stethoscope we listen the heart beat sounds. But we don’t know exact functionality of heart sound that’s why 
we are using the diagnosis process. One of the HVD diagnosis is TTE transthoracic echocardiography. This TTE having less price 
and observe time is more and quality of picture is worst. 
Echocardiogram is a check that pumps blood through our heart's heart chambers and valves. It employs electrodes to assess the 
rhythm of your heart and sound technology in order to view blood moving through your heart. Diagnosis of cardiac problems. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
A EEG dataset which may be accessed online[27] is used in this investigation. The dataset comprises of 5 subsets with 100 EEG 
signal transmitters (Z, O, N, F, and S), each with 23.6 s. This data set consists of 5 subsets. For artefact visual evaluation from the 
continuous EEG multichannel recording these signals have been selected. The Z and O subsets were extracranially registered, while 
the N, F and S subsets were extracranially registered. Subsets Z and O were acquired with opened and closed eyes from the EEG 
surface of five healthy subjects. The signal was obtained in two groups in 5 patients (F suset) in the epileptogenic area and in the 
hippocampus of brain opposite hemisphere at seizure-free intervals (subset N). The S sub-set includes seizures, picked from all 
logging locations with ictal events. These partial convulsions are potentially complicated, which can eventually lead to secondary, 
widespread clonal convulsions. Sampled frequency of 173,61 Hz is the EEG signals in the datasets. Randomization of the signals in 
the recording site. The mounting is a general standard average. In Fig. 1, typical EEG signals are listed (one per subset). The results 
of this work unite the Z, O, N and F sub-sets with the NS class and S under the Seizur class. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 
First the patient is going to hospital and use sensor like stethoscope and by using data acquisition filter and amplify the signal and it 
convert the analog to digital converter and then preprocessing and segmentation takes place and signal is processing through feature 
extraction and selection by classify for medical diagnostic decision by the medical practitioners. 

V. RESULTS 
We received 97 percent of the classification of heart sounds into five categories. We were willing. For the usual class, the excessive 
precision category was 98,20 percent. The expansion type was confirmed by a 10-fold cross-validation, such protest and strength. 
To our best knowledge our study is the first to present a 5-degree cardiovascular classification study using the deep WaveNet model, 
following an intensive evaluation of deep models used to automate cardiovascular detection. Figure 5 shows the accuracy of the 
WaveNet model and stresses 97% of the accuracy of trainings. It is obvious that validation accuracy progressively increased from 
period 1 to 5, with minimal variation and a gradual improvement from stage 5, as the model symptomatically found an optimum 
solution. Figure 6 shows the pattern's confusion matrix. In the matrix it is to be noticed that the error rates in N, MVP, MS, MR and 
AS are 6%, 11%, 11% and 6% accordingly. The low error rate demonstrates how strong our technique is and how discriminating 
components are immediately removed. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper We conclude that exact mark that the evolve type is categorize the five different types of the heart sound with error 
free . The advanced method can be employed in the discovery of cardiac illness in patients by specialists in the heart. 
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VII. ADVANTAGES 
A. The model is solid because it was used to record and check data ten times. 
B. The influence of atrocious convolutionary coverings can quickly instruct this type. 
C. The type can be instructed for a high quality of the data (in tens of thousands). 
 

VIII. LIMITATIONS 
A. The type needs to be assembled and trained before categorization. 
B. WaveNet is a large model that requires a large storage capacity, and can therefore cost computationally. 
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